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As 2021 comes to a close and the world stutters to
emerge from the global pandemic, the GS&E editorial
team have been busy setting up new ways of dissem-
inating and celebrating the leading edge research and
ground breaking practical applications in the field of
glass structures, namely:

• We have now completed our 3rd Glassinars event.
They have been so well received that we are plan-
ning a new round of online presentations for 2022.
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Further details on the upcoming Glassinars and
access to playbacks of past Glassinars are now
available. Join us!

• The GS&E journal is now active on several social
media channels. In addition to LinkedInwe are now
on Twitter, Instagram and Youtube. Follow us!

• We are lining up special GS&E issues on topical
subjects, namely: Glass Design Codes; Glass &
Extreme Events; Glass Circularity; Glass & Dig-
ital Transformation. Submit your paper!

• The best paper award has just been announced. The
best paper published in 2020 went to Telesilla Bris-
togianni, Faidra Oikonomopoulou, Rong Yu, Fred
A. Veer & Rob Nijsse for their paper “Investigating
the flexural strength of recycled cast glass”. Many
congratulations!

Further information on these initiatives is available
on the journal homepage (https://www.springer.com/
journal/40940/updates). We hope they provide means
of staying up-to-date and connecting with members of
the glass community that would otherwise be impossi-
ble in these COVID-restricted times.
All these initiatives stand on the shoulders of the
high-quality papers that are published in GS&E. This
issue is no exception. The first three papers deal with
improved methods for failure prediction, in particu-
lar for cantilevered glass balustrades (Nizich et al.),
bi-axially loaded plates (Kinsella et al.) and glass
exposed to solar radiation (Galuppi et al.). The sec-
ond set of papers involves experimental investiga-
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tions on ways of improving the performance of glass
structures, specifically by durable coatings (Corrado et
al.), in laminated glass beams (Cabeza et al.) and by
liquid lamination of embedded connections (Volakos
et al.).

Enjoy reading!
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